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PREFACE

In recent years, units of the united States Marine Corps

(USMC) and the Japan Self-oafense Force (JSDF) have begun to

train together, to sponsor mutual exchange visits, and to

plan for concerted action in the event of aggression against

Japan. Why is this happening? Why is it important? Wha.t

larger chi:\n~es are involved, and how can that pr·ocess of

change be influenced to rsst effect?

This paper, prepared as part of the curriculum of the
~-_._--- ..

Marine Corps Command and Staff college, is not intended as a

"research" paper. It is not presented as a scholarly survey

of previo!Jsly published works, but as.an extended· essay.
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The author's intent in developing this document was to

provide an overview of u.S.-Japan military relations; then,

within that broad perspective, to consider a variety of

narrower issues associated with the continuing p~esence of

USMC forces in Japan. While outside sources are occasionally

referenced, the opinions and conclusions are the author's

own: they took shape over the course 0: several y~ars, as

the result of personal involvement in the coordination of

b~lateral policy and training.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Why is This Issue Important? An Overview

The attitudes of the Japanese and the role of Japan in

world affairs are changing. In the economic sphere, this

, fact is obvious: it is less obvious but equally true in other

areas.

Change is nothing new for the people or iristitutions of

modern Japan. It could be argued that no other nation in

history has transformed itself so rapidly and dramatically:

from a self-enclosed feudal state to a regional military

superpower in less than 80 years (1868-1941), and from a

devastated shell of empire to a world economic superpower in

less than 40 years (1945-1984). However, this eltra

ordinary ability of the Japanese peOple to deal with change

involves national values and characteristics which are often

minist.rpreted. underestimated, or overlooked by outsiders.

T~day, Japan stands as the bastion of democracy in the

Far East, and serves as the linchpin of American defense

strategy in the P~cific. As her toremost trading partner and

the formal anarantor c f her security, the united States h",;

in recent years buen strongly urging Jap~n to expand f,er

military capabilities. The Ame r i c an argument is that Japan
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authoritarian heritage, martial ethic, and abundant n~tional

energies would lead to rearmament. Above all eliOo, American C"

policymakers wanted to avoid a revival of the m~J.it.ary

machine which had, in only a few decades, forced ,Japanese

sh~ulJ assume a military posture in keeping with her economic

might -- that is, that she should "carry her share" in the

free world's defense. Within Japan's political and military

est.ablishment, there now are numerous signs that a signifi-

cant growth will take place.

Nonetheless, the current sit,".t.:iun i nvo Ives a number o t

ironies. Article lX .of Japan's constitution not only

renounces war as a sovereign right of the nation, but

prohibits the maintenance of land, sea, and air forces. The

constitution was adopted in 1947 at the behest of the U.S.

occupation authorities I the antiwar provision reflects the

concern ·of immediate p.ostwar U.S. leaders that Japan's

rule on most of East Asia.

Now, with Japan accepted as a loyal and democratic ally,

most Americans perceive the Japanese "threat" to be economic.

The complaint is frequently heard that Japan, as its economy

lIas doubled and redoubled, has been given a "free ride" under
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the U.S. defense umbrella. Japan's reluctance to assume an

increased military role ;s often c~~racterizud as ccono~i-

cally motivated and suIt-serving. The per-capita defense
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